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Â« â€œA gentle, joyous offering.â€• â€”Booklist, starred review â€œThere was one little baby / who

was born far away. / And another who was born / on the very next day. / And both of these babies, /

as everyone knows, / had ten little fingers / and ten little toes.â€• No matter which part of the world a

baby comes fromâ€”born on the ice or in a tentâ€”that baby has â€œten little fingers / and ten little

toes,â€• the pleasing refrain of this rhyming tribute to the sweet universality of babies of all colors.

Soft, rounded babies are captured in soft, rounded watercolors in this new Spanish-English bilingual

board book edition!
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As it is in English and Spanish it helps a lot with two languages development. Our baby simply loves

itIt has a lot of pictures that make toddlers interest in them and keeps their attention. He would even

stop watching TV when we show him the book

This is my new favorite baby book! The illustrations are beautiful- colorful enough to catch a young

eye, and simple enough not to overwhelm. The story-line is also wonderful- all babies or all colors

and cultures have 10 little fingers and 10 little toes. Young children really love repetition and I can't

wait for my daughter to say that part with me every other page!

Cute nicely done illustrations not brightly colored or large for littlest ones under 1 yo but good

overall, thick board pages, easy for little hands and redeemed in that baby loves to see other



babies. Translation a little difficult to read quickly so not a hit at first due to limited attention span but

faster reading and adding touch to babies fingers and toes after a couple of reads did it for 9 to 11

mo old...now loves. Repetitive phrasing is essential for this age group, and that is what makes this

so good. Love that it shows diversity among babies, in ways easily understood with babies that can't

yet understand opposites like near and far, which it also includes. Don't give up on this book, give it

maybe 4 or 5 reads...baby now loves anticipation of next pages and being touched. One drawback

for non traditional families. One page shows baby with mom and emphasizes baby being theirs, only

theirs. For those who have adopted, have multiple parents, or raised by fathers or others, definitely

not best idea to pass along so we just change by saying our love is just for them, or sometimes

simply skip that part. Will definitely look into other Mem Fox books.

My son is 7months old, this book entertains him every time I give it to him on my lap without having

to read it. He likes to hit it on any cardboard page of the book. And he has tried to put it in his

mouth. I like that it is bilingual.

My grandson loves this book. I found it in the list of good reads in the 'Read Aloud Handbook.' It is a

board book, which is great for babies. The book is short enough that it holds his limited attention

span.

Helen Oxenbury and Mem Fox combined: does it get any better? Yes! It's in English AND Spanish.

Children will love the rhyme combined with an ever-growing group of cute toddlers. A loving read for

bedtime or anytime.

My 3 year old loves this book, she has it memorized enough to "read" it. Very cute cadence to it,

and you can easily use it to learn counting, by individually counting the fingers and toes in the

pictures. Tough board book, with Spanish too, which is fun. Cute!

I love this book. It's sweet, cute, short and bilingual so like 2 books in one. I read it to our baby in

Spanish and my husband in English. It's easily one of our favorite books!
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